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Apple Maps/Calendar Integration

When you put an event in Apple Calendar, if you add a 
location (address, landmark, or business name) to the event, 
a map and weather information are also added.  If you now 
go to Apple Maps to look up the place you are going, you 
will find your event information shown on the map. 

If you select a location from the list, a map and weather 
info are added to the event. If you just use the location you 
entered, map and weather info might not appear.

In the Calendar app on your Mac, double-click on a date to 
create an event. After you put the event title, then click in 
the location field below the event name and enter an 
address, a business name, or a type of business (such as 
“school” or “stadium”), then select a location from the list 
of locations that match what you want. If a list doesn’t 
appear, or you don’t want to select a location from the list, 
press “Return” to use the name you gave it. 



When you go to Apple Maps and pull up the destination of there you are going 
you will find that Maps tagged the location with your event. 

Apple Maps/Calendar Integration



The Power of the OPTION Key!
“Stuck between the Command and Control (ctrl, or ^) keys, the Option key, also called Alt key, because of 
the switch symbol ⌥ that adorns it, is… magical! It is (almost) never used alone, but in combination with 
other keys, to launch various actions.” I’ve picked out some of the most useful ones from this list that I 
personally use. For a list of 80 uses, go to the article: Eighty Shades of Option Key by Gete.Net Consulting.  
You can download their list of 80 uses for the option key. 
https://getenet.notion.site/Eighty-Shades-of-Option-Key-3c6e58feb5c848ee9d4c027f0b9d52e0

Useful things to do in the Finder window: 

Close or reduce all windows:
Press Option and close a window by clicking on the red button to close all windows. Click on 
the yellow button with Option to reduce all the windows of the application to the foreground 
in the Dock. This also works with most apps.

Duplicate a file or folder
Drag and drop a file or folder while pressing Option to duplicate it on the same volume.

Display the User Library folder
Press Option and click on the Go menu: a Library menu will appear to access this hidden folder.

https://getenet.notion.site/Eighty-Shades-of-Option-Key-3c6e58feb5c848ee9d4c027f0b9d52e0


The Power of the OPTION Key!
Useful things to do in Menus and Preferences: 

More information in the Wi-Fi menu...
Click on the Wi-Fi icon with Option to display additional information about the Airport 
network in use (channel used, signal strength, Airport ID...). You will also find an option to 
disconnect from the current Wi-Fi network.

Open the preference System Monitors, Sound, Mission Control...
Press Option with the keyboard brightness key (i.e. F1/F2) opens the Monitor System 
preference (and the same with the sound volume keys and the Sound System preference). 

Change the sound input or output via the Sound menu
Option-click on the sound setting icon in the menu bar to change the input or output sound



The Power of the OPTION Key!
Useful things to do in Safari: 

Download a file with Safari
Click on any link in a web page with Option pressed: you will download the file directly.

Delete the history but not the site data
With Option, click on the History menu: Clear history becomes Clear history and keep site 
data. In other words: you will keep cookies and other site information but the site will simply 
be deleted from the history.

Close all tabs except the one in use
Press Option while clicking on the close button of this tab to close all the other tabs (and yes, 
it's curious, to click on the close button of one tab to close the others...).



The Power of the OPTION Key!
Useful things to do in Calendar: 

Adjust the schedule to the quarter of an hour (Calendar)
When you display the information panel of an appointment, click on the arrows indicating the 
time and end with Option: you will adjust the time of the appointment quarter hour by quarter 
hour rather than minute by minute.

Accept all notifications at once
If multiple notifications are displayed in the Notification view, press Option  to transform the 
Notification to “OK All”.

Useful things to do in Notes and other text based applications: 

Make a checkmark: 
Place your curser and press option + V and it creates: √ 

Make a degree symbol: 
Place your curser and press option + shift+ 8 and it creates: ° 

Make an Apple symbol: 
In Apple products, place your curser and press option + shift+ K and it creates: 



5 Hidden Features in Apple Messages

https://www.cultofmac.com/815017/hidden-features-in-imessage/

https://www.cultofmac.com/815017/hidden-features-in-imessage/


The Most Confusing/Misused Emojis
The language-learning platform Preply sought to understand which emoji cause 
the most confusion and misuse among Americans.

“To delve deeper into the fascinating world of emojis, we’ve compiled a list of 
the most confusing emojis in America, and conducted a survey to understand 
how Americans use them,” the company said. It said it surveyed 1,001 
Americans. 

Here’s how Preply stated its key findings:

• A majority (78%) have been confused by someone else’s use of an emoji.
• A surprising 1 in 3 have seen a misinterpreted emoji create an uncomfortable 

situation.
• Friends are most likely to use emojis in confusing ways.



The Most Confusing/Misused Emojis

https://www.cultofmac.com/814129/the-most-confusing-and-misused-emoji-will-melt-your-brain/

https://www.cultofmac.com/814129/the-most-confusing-and-misused-emoji-will-melt-your-brain/


https://www.cultofmac.com/814129/the-most-confusing-and-misused-emoji-will-melt-your-brain/

The Most Confusing/Misused Emojis

https://www.cultofmac.com/814129/the-most-confusing-and-misused-emoji-will-melt-your-brain/


The Cost of Cellular Data By Country

https://twitter.com/stats_feed/status/1659012382180384768?s=43&t=ZzVDJH_yzB8vGfziHEhqBgFrom the World of Statistics Twitter feed: 

https://twitter.com/stats_feed/status/1659012382180384768?s=43&t=ZzVDJH_yzB8vGfziHEhqBg


https://www.cultofmac.com/475927/ron-wayne-quits-apple/

Apple history: Apple Co-Founder Quit And Cashed In His Stake for $800

https://www.cultofmac.com/475927/ron-wayne-quits-apple/


https://www.cultofmac.com/475927/ron-wayne-quits-apple/
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Apple history: Apple Co-Founder Quit And Cashed In His Stake for $800
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Father’s Day Gift Idea #2:  The Wallet For Mac Nerds
The Untitled Folder Wallet is a premium leather wallet 
that looks like the New Folder icon in macOS. It has three 
pockets for carrying cards, cash and coins.  It costs $49 

https://www.nikolasbentelstudio.com

https://www.nikolasbentelstudio.com/


Father’s Day Gift Idea #2:  Apple Themed Pillows, Blankets, Shirts, Etc.
Know any Apple fans?  I bet you do!  At Throwboy.com, you can buy throw pillows, 
blankets, t-shirts, hats, stickers, ad mugs that are Apple themed. https://throwboy.com

https://throwboy.com/


What happens when an iPhone falls 14,000 ft
Skydiver Hatton Smith, aka capt rum coffee, posted a video on TikTok with the 
title, “What happens when you leave your iPhone in your pocket when you go 
skydiving?” In the short video, you can see Smith and some friends jump out of 
an airplane. Right after Smith goes through the door, you can see his iPhone fly 
out of his jacket pocket and sail off behind him. Right away the video cuts to 
Smith and others on the ground, dislodging the iPhone from the earth and 
finding it amazingly undamaged and in working order.

Two factors seemed to contribute to that: One, the iPhone landed in a soft, 
grassy soil (and wedged itself an inch or two in). And two, as Smith points out 
repeatedly in his post’s comments section, the handset had a protective, 
waterproof Catalyst case on it.

Smith appears to give the case most of the credit. He even said, “the phone 
case company won’t email me back. Blow this up so we can make a commercial 
for them.” Several commenters suggested the video is an ad.

And though iPhones are pretty tough on their own, another commenter joked 
thusly: “There is no in between with iPhone they’re either indestructible or 
crack from a 1 foot drop on carpet.”

But a 14,000-foot drop? No problem. Other commenters cited “terminal 
velocity,” suggesting a thin, lightweight object like an iPhone won’t see much 
difference between drops of 20 feet and thousands of feet.

https://www.tiktok.com/@capt_rumcoffee/video/7202092628597361962
https://www.tiktok.com/@capt_rumcoffee/video/7202092628597361962
https://www.amazon.com/stores/Catalyst/page/5FEF2CAF-0AA2-4388-9D79-5D86D9436D4E?tag=cult087-20
https://www.amazon.com/stores/Catalyst/page/5FEF2CAF-0AA2-4388-9D79-5D86D9436D4E?tag=cult087-20
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